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* 2015 World Health Organization (WHO) survey

Functions may vary depending on the model.

Overview of the Eclipse Cross with RISE

◆ e-Assist

Function Description

Forward Collision 
Mitigation Brake System

Detects vehicles and pedestrians ahead. If there is a risk of collision, the 
system alerts the driver or automatically applies the brakes to mitigate 
collision damage or avoid a collision.

Lane Departure Warning 
System

Continuously monitors the lane position ahead of the vehicle. If the 
vehicle appears to nearly drift out of the lane, the system will alert 
the driver.

Adaptive Cruise Control 
System

Automatically follows the vehicle ahead by decelerating or stopping. 
Maintains a constant, preset distance from the vehicle ahead to reduce 
the risk of a collision.

Misacceleration 
Mitigation System

When the driver starts a car to drive forward or in reverse, the system 
prevents rapid acceleration caused by the driver’s improper operation 
of the gear shift or accelerator pedal.

Automatic High Beams
Automatically switches between low beams and high beams depending 
on whether there is an approaching vehicle or vehicle ahead, the 
ambient lighting conditions, and other factors. 

Safety and Quality
Safety Measures

Mitsubishi Motors is aware of its responsibility towards 
traffic safety as an automaker, and reflects on its 
past quality issues that have led to loss of customer 
and society trust. Given these points, we have set 
“Delivering products which help prevent traffic 
accidents” as a key part of our CSR activities.
Approximately 1.25 million people are killed in traffic 
accidents worldwide every year* As vehicle ownership 
increases in emerging countries in particular, traffic 
accident fatalities are also on the rise. Reducing traffic 
accidents is an urgent global issue, and Target 3.6, 
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal, 
(SDG) calls for halving the number of global deaths and 
injuries from road traffic accidents by 2020.
Mitsubishi Motors is upholding a safety philosophy 
towards a car society with zero traffic accidents. To 
this end, we are taking action from two perspectives: 
developing safety technologies and promoting traffic 
safety education.

We strive to incorporate various safety technologies 
into our products, and to provide comfortable and 
safe mobility. Our goal is to help customers enjoy 
the freedom of movement, the convenience of 
transportation, and the pleasure of driving.

The ultimate solution to eliminate traffic accidents 
caused by automobiles is to prevent collisions. 
Mitsubishi Motors puts its energies into developing 
and equipping vehicles with various types of 
preventive safety technologies and providing safety to 
society in order to achieve this objective.

In the event of a collision, it is crucial to have a vehicle 
body structure that mitigates the impact on passengers 
and provides adequate space. Mitsubishi Motors has 
adopted the proprietary Reinforced Impact Safety 
Evolution (RISE) body, and enhance collision safety 
performance in all directions: front, rear, and sides.
For example, the Eclipse Cross, launched in 2018, 
adopts a front-to-rear straight frame structure that can 
efficiently absorb collision energy. The vehicle interior 
(cabin) has numerous high tensile strength steel plates 
to mitigate deformation and protect passengers.
The Eclipse Cross has been awarded a five out of five 
star rating for its safety performance in many countries 
and regions around the world.

We are increasing the models equipped with 
preventive safety technology: “e-Assist” to support 
safe and comfortable driving using equipment such as 
millimeter wave radar and cameras.
e-Assist comprises one or more of the following 
functions to support safe operation by drivers.

Basic Approach to Safety

Development of Safety Technology

Preventive Safety Technology to Avoid Crashes Body Structures that Protect People
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* Abbreviation of New Car Assessment Program. An automobile safety 
testing and assessment program implemented by a third party 
organization in each country or region.

◆ Main External Ratings of the Eclipse Cross 

Region Date Name Rating

Europe November 
2017 2017 Euro NCAP* Five-star

Australia/
New Zealand

December 
2017 2017 ANCAP* Five-star

ASEAN January 
2018

2018 ASEAN 
NCAP* Five-star

Latin 
America June 2018

2018 Latin NCAP*
(Adult passenger 
protection rating)

Five-star ◆ Safety Support Car Models (as of the end of August 2018)

Category Safety Support Car
Safety Support Car S 

Basic
Safety Support Car S 

Basic +
Safety Support Car S 

Wide

Model RVR
Lancer Cargo

Mirage
Town Box
Minicab

eK Space Outlander PHEV
Outlander
Eclipse Cross
eK Wagon
eK Custom
eK Space
eK Space Custom
Delica D:2
Delica D:2 Custom

TOPICS

Safety support cars are vehicles equipped with advanced technologies that support safe driving. As part of the effort to 
prevent traffic accidents caused by all drivers including elderly drivers, and to mitigate damages and injuries caused by 
the accidents, the Japanese government recommends this new automobile safety concept. Vehicles are classified into 
the following categories: “Safety Support Cars” or and “Safety Support Cars S” (Basic, Basic +, and Wide) depending on 
the features in each vehicle. Mitsubishi Motors is expanding its lineup of safety support cars.

Among these models, the Outlander PHEV and the Outlander were awarded the highest rating, ASV++, by the National 
Agency for Automotive Safety and Victims’ Aid (NASVA) in its fiscal 2017 car assessment of preventive safety performance.

Scope of Support Cars Expanded

Safety and Quality
Safety Measures

Mitsubishi Motors is also pursuing pedestrian safety. 
We have adopted energy absorbing structures in the 
hood, cowl top, windshield wipers, and other parts in 
order to mitigate injury to pedestrians’ heads. Energy 
absorbing structures are also used in bumper faces 
and headlights to protect pedestrians’ legs.
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Mitsubishi Motors employees work as traffic guards 
in the early morning at major traffic intersections 
around our business sites. In fiscal 2017, a total of 1,644 
employees took part in these activities on 43 occasions.
The Mitsubishi Motors Safety Drivers Club, which is 
made up of employees in the Okazaki region, donated 
500,000 yen from membership dues to the Tokai 
Kotsu-Iji wo Hagemasu Kai, an organization that 
supports the self-
reliance of children 
who became orphans 
as a result of traffic 
accidents and promotes 
traffic safety.

We disseminate information on the proper use of 
equipment and other topics that require drivers’ special 
attention so that drivers will use automobiles more safely.
(This site is only available in Japanese.)

In August 2018, we updated our website that was 
designed to provide information on the automobile 
industry to elementary school age children. The 
updated website contains a new section where 
children can have fun while learning about the 
precautions they should follow when walking or riding 
a bicycle in their day-to-day activities.
(This site is only available in Japanese.)

Mitsubishi Motors donates traffic safety picture books 
(a set of six books) to elementary schools, nursery 
schools, and other organizations located near worksites 
in Japan to teach children about traffic safety rules and 
manners in an easy to understand format. We donated 
528 books in fiscal 2017. In total, 4,866 books have been 
donated since July 2010.

Mitsubishi Motors offers a driving school to learn 
driving tips as well as important information about cars 
and safety. The concept 
of this driving school is 
for both participants and 
staff to think and learn 
together while having an 
enjoyable time.

Face-to-Face 
Education

Information 
Dissemination

Provision of 
Educational 

Materials
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Traffic Safety Education and 
Promotion of Safe Driving

Safety and Quality
Safety Measures

A majority of traffic accidents are believed to be 
caused by human error, in other words by drivers, 
pedestrians, or other people. Mitsubishi Motors 
conducts traffic safety education and promotes safe 
driving to raise safety awareness throughout society 
and thereby reduce traffic accidents indirectly.
The three main pillars of our educational initiatives 
are face-to-face education, provision of educational 
materials, and information dissemination.

Traffic Safety Education and Promotion

Face-to-Face Education: Driving School

Face-to-Face Education: Traffic Safety around 
Business Sites

Information Dissemination: Dissemination of 
Traffic Safety Information
Automobile Safety Facts Guide Website

Information: Dissemination of Traffic Safety 
Information for Children
Website for Children

Provision of Educational Materials: Traffic 
Safety Picture Book Project
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Perceived Quality
感性品質

Initial Quality
初期品質

Durability Quality
耐久品質

Service Quality
サービス品質

Sales Quality
セールス品質

Reject
不購入

Purchase
購入

Ownership Cycle
保有サイクル

Retention
再購入

Outflow
他ブランド流出

Safety and Quality
Quality Measures

Mitsubishi Motors takes measures to improve quality 
in four categories̶product quality, perceived 
quality, sales quality, and service quality̶ in order to 
enhance quality in all stages from when a customer 
first considers purchasing a product through the 
vehicle ownership period. 
Product quality comprises initial quality, which 
the customer experiences when purchasing a new 
vehicle, and durability quality, which is experienced 
over many years as the customer uses the vehicle. 
We undertake global quality enhancement measures 
to raise both initial quality and durability quality 
through collaboration of multiple divisions. We also 

Mitsubishi Motors has a Quality Strategy Committee 
chaired by the Executive Vice President in charge of 
development to periodically deliberate on matters of 
quality strategy. The subordinate committee checks 
the progress of quality improvement measures on 
a monthly basis and implements solutions to issues 
in order to achieve the targets. In addition, we hold 
semi-annual Quality Seminars to report on various 
measures to the CEO and other top-level executives.
We also hold daily investigatory meetings to 
respond to quality issues such as defects, which our 
customers experienced and were raised through our 
sales companies.

work to reinforce systems for gathering information 
on the various quality issues that occur in the 
market and for sincerely listening to the comments 
and opinions of customers so that we can promptly 
make improvements.
In addition, we are working to improve perceived 
quality in terms of aspects such as the usability, 
comfort, and appearance that customers perceive 
when they observe, feel, and use our products.
With regard to sales quality and service quality 
demonstrated at sales companies that have direct 
contact with customers, we listen closely to 
customers and make timely proposals and responses 
to customer requests to achieve high levels of 
customer satisfaction.
We strive to achieve the highest levels of quality 

from the customer’s perspective so that we can 
achieve customer satisfaction in all stages.Policies

Management Structure



【Number of contacts: approx. 38,000】

【Breakdown of inquiries】

【Breakdown of opinions and comments】

Inquiries
86%

Service-related 
(recalls, inspections, 
repairs, etc.) 37%

Quality-
related

39%

Service-
related

23%

Fuel consumption 
testing-related 5%

Product-related 
10%

Other
23%

Vehicle
body-related
(specifications, 
equipment, etc.)
41%

Fuel consumption 
testing-related 5%

Requests for 
catalogs 2% Other

15%

Opinions Comments
14%
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One of the missions of Mitsubishi Motors Group is to 
provide new experiences for our customers with creative 
products and service excellence to achieve high level 
of customer satisfaction. For that reason, we gather 
and analyze valuable customer comments and opinions 
received by our sales companies in Japan and overseas 
and by our Customer Call Center (CCC). Our quality 
assurance, development, production, sales, and service 
divisions work together to actively improve quality.

Sales companies receive concrete information on 
defects and related conditions from customers. The 
quality assurance division has a system in place for 
sharing information received from sales companies 
with relevant divisions and dealers.
We are also working to introduce a new system for 
the collection and analysis of repair data. By analyzing 
indications of defects made by customers (quality 
information) and repair records for specific models, we 
can identify defects and take countermeasures at an 
early stage to improve quality.

The Customer Call Center accepts inquiries every 
day including weekends and holidays. The various 
comments and opinions made by customers are 
managed in a database, and employees use the 
database to search and browse them.
Customer comments regarding quality and defects are 
used to resolve customer problems in collaboration 
with sales companies and for further quality 
enhancements. In addition, feedbacks as well as 
opinions about product functionality, or opinions or 
specifications, are shared with relevant divisions and 
used to improve product capabilities even further. 
Noteworthy comments and opinions including those 
that are particularly important are periodically 
reported to management.
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Custom
ers (dom

estic &
 overseas)

Sales com
panies 

(dom
estic &

 overseas)

Service 
division

Customer Call Center

Service 
division

Quality 
assurance 

division

Quality 
assurance 

division

Development 
division

Development 
division

Production 
division

◆ Contacts Received at the Customer Call Center in 
Fiscal 2017

Liaise

Contact
ContactLiaise

Liaise

Liaise

Safety and Quality
Quality Measures

Use of Customer Voice

Improving Quality through Customer Voice

Major Activities of the Customer Call Center
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In fiscal 2010, we launched the Customer Voice Seminar, 
an educational program that helps employees consider 
customer needs by listening to the actual comments 
and opinions of customers, thereby further improving 
employee awareness of 
customer perspectives. The 
number of employees taking 
this course has increased 
steadily from 130 in fiscal 
2010 to more than 3,000 in 
fiscal 2017.
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◆ Numbers of Participants in Quality Forum

Fiscal 2014 2,324

Fiscal 2015 3,590

Fiscal 2016 Postponed

Fiscal 2017 2,809
Recall information can be found at the following website.

WEB  http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/support/recall/

Customer Voice Seminar

Safety and Quality
Quality Measures

To raise the skill levels of each and every employee, 
Mitsubishi Motors works to strengthen development 
capabilities by implementing the in-house quality 
training curriculum, including design review training 
sessions, and increasing the number of employees 
studying quality engineering. 
In addition, we have been holding Quality Forums at all 
workplaces since fiscal 2014. In fiscal 2017, we focused 
on product quality, perceived quality, sales quality, and 
service quality with “Total Customer Satisfaction” as 
the theme. We presented and shared information on 
measures taken in each division taking this forum as 
an opportunity for all employees to develop a quality-
oriented mindset.

With the aim of improving the initial quality of its new 
vehicles, Mitsubishi Motors holds cross-functional 
“obeya (large room) activities” where employees from 
various divisions including development, production, 
service, quality assurance, and procurement meet in 
one room starting in the stage prior to mass production 
to swiftly determine and implement countermeasures 
to address any problems that have occurred. Started 
with the eK Wagon launched in fiscal 2013, these 
activities made it possible to rapidly gather information 
on defects and decide on countermeasures. We have 
confirmed the effectiveness of these activities on 

We have systems in place to provide information to 
customers in a timely manner in the case of market 
responses such as recalls as a result of defects that 
involve safety. We send direct mail to users of the 
affected vehicles and provide information on obtaining 
free inspections and repairs to be performed at a sales 
company at an early time. We also post information on 
our website so that customers can check whether their 
vehicles are subject to a recall and the status of repair 
implementation.

We are taking measures to improve quality with an 
emphasis on customer perceptions in order to achieve 
high levels of customer satisfaction not only at the 
time of purchase, but throughout the life of a vehicle.

improving initial quality. 
These activities were launched at Mitsubishi Motors 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. (MMTh) for the Triton, production of 
which started in fiscal 2014. They were also applied to 
the Expander produced by PT Mitsubishi Motors Krama 
Yudha Indonesia (MMKI), our manufacturing joint 
venture company in Indonesia, starting in fiscal 2017, 
and steady results have been achieved.

Developing a Quality-Oriented Mindset

Improving Quality in the Production Stage

Customer Support for Recalls and Other Market 
Responses

We are well aware that in addition to safety-related 
responses to defects relating to initial quality and 
durability quality undertaken until now, priority 
management of and responses to defects other than 
those affecting safety are essential for improving 
customer satisfaction. Accordingly, we have expanded 
the scope of our actions. Focusing on the claim 
incidents that occurred within three months to twelve 
months after sale, we set targets, and took measures 
to make improvements. In particular, we have raised 
the speed of solutions through collaboration among 
development and production divisions, leading to a 
reduction in customer claims.
We also introduced new processes to the development 
of new vehicles in order to resolve issues that are not 
defects but can lead to customer dissatisfaction.

Improving Product Quality

Improving Perceived Quality

http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/support/recall/
http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/support/recall/
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Safety and Quality
Quality Measures

Improving Sales Quality

Improving Service Quality

We strive to achieve the highest levels of customer 
satisfaction and take action in concert with sales 
companies in order to make Mitsubishi Motors a 
brand supported and identified with by our customers 
throughout the world.
In fiscal 2017, we established PDCA from target 
setting to evaluation of measures as a group-wide 
shared management process for raising customer 
satisfaction. This process will be introduced to our 
key markets in stages from fiscal 2018. Standards of 
sales outlet operation will be set for improvement of 
showroom equipment and sales process to provide 
customers with more positive experiences in a high-
quality sales outlet environment and enhance our 
brand image.

One of the measures that domestic sales companies 
are taking is the provision of proposals and a new 
sales pitch experience tailored to customer needs by 
promoting sales pitch styles using IT. For example, 
sales companies introduced tablet PCs to provide 
visual and easy to understand product explanations 
and have customers that come to the sales outlets 
use the tablets to respond to questionnaires regarding 
the quality of service in order to make timely 
improvement. Further improvements in customer 
satisfaction are being made through the timely sharing 
with nationwide sales companies of best practices that 
have resulted in higher customer satisfaction.

Cooperation with sales companies (distributors) in 
each country and region is essential for achieving high 
customer satisfaction overseas. Mitsubishi Motors 
provides appropriate product information to sales 
companies on a daily basis and gathers comments 
and opinions from local customers. At times, we visit 
individual countries to raise our speed of improvement 
by gathering market information and product request 
directly in face-to-face communications.
Regional meetings are held regularly in Europe, 
ASEAN, the Middle East, and other regions, and sales 
companies from around the world gather each year at 
the Global Distributors Meeting. Those meetings serve 
to develop a sense of unity among the sales companies 
and to share sales strategies, the latest product 
information, best practices for raising customer 
satisfaction, and so on.

In addition, we are introducing “Dendo Drive Station” 
next-generation sales outlets in stages to promote 
the popularization of EV/PHEVs. These outlets 
are designed to convey the significance and value 
of EV/PHEVs to as many people as possible using 
presentation tools and demonstration areas.

Labeling and provision of product and service 
information comply with the laws and regulations of 
each country and region, and we strive to conduct 

At the service sites of sales companies (dealers), which 
have direct contact with customers, it is crucial to provide 
the highest level of service quality from a customer-first 
perspective starting at the time of vehicle purchase.
Mitsubishi Motors collaborates with domestic and 
overseas sales companies to improve day-to-day on-site 
response capabilities (communication and technical skills) 
so that we can reliably listen to customers, respond to 
their demands, and satisfy valued customer.

proper labeling.
In response to the improper conduct regarding fuel 
consumption and emissions testing in 2016, we reviewed 
and established internal structures and processes 
relating to catalog production guidelines and other 
issues in Japan. At the semiannual meetings of the 
Compliance Committee, information is provided on 
various laws and regulations including the Act against 
Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations, 
and a summary of these measures is reported to the 
Internal Control Promotion Committee (chaired by the 
CEO). The main activities undertaken in fiscal 2017 were 
e-learning for officers and managers conducted in June 
and July and training sessions for domestic sales and 
development employees conducted in November by an 
instructor invited from the Automobile Fair Trade Council.
We also formulated and adopted guidelines on catalog 
production as operational standard and conducted 
inspections by multiple divisions to ensure that 
labeling was performed properly.Cooperation with Domestic Sales Companies

Cooperation with Overseas Sales Companies

Appropriate Product and Service Information 
Disclosure

See page 45 for further information regarding Dendo Drive Station and 
Dealer initiatives.
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Caravan activities

As a company to promotes electric vehicles (EVs) 
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), we aim 
to improve service staff knowledge of EV/PHEVs 
and maintenance-related skills and established a 
new certification system for EV/PHEVs in Japan. 
There are three classes of certification, from Class 
1 to Class 3. Class 1 is the highest certification and 
requires staff to have a high level of knowledge 
and maintenance skills relating to EV/PHEVs and 
the ability to meet customer needs. Personnel who 
obtain Class 1 certification earn the title of Dendo 
Drive Master (granted to 100 employees through the 
end of fiscal 2017). We are working towards having 
Dendo Drive Masters at all sales outlets in Japan.

TOPICS

EV/PHEV Certification Program for Service 
Staff

Sticker indicating that a Dendo Drive
Master is stationed at the outlet

Safety and Quality
Quality Measures

Succeeding and improving service skills and knowledge 
of service staff are essential to customer satisfaction.
Mitsubishi Motors has its own servicing skill 
certification, and encourages service staff at sales 
companies to acquire this certification. In addition, 
we hold the biennial national Service Skills Contest 
where service staff from domestic sales companies 
can improve their service skills by competing against 
one another. 
In fiscal 2017, we held a national contest in February 
2018 where 51 winners of the regional competitions 
tested their skills against one another. The winning 
mechanic and service advisor of the contest will 
represent Japan in the Global Service Skills Contest 
described below.
Our seven Technical Centers across Japan organize 
technical meet-ups and seminars and support sales 
companies to solve difficult repairs and swiftly meet 
customer requests through visiting sales companies by 
technical staffs of technical centers.

With the intent of succeeding service skills, Mitsubishi 
Motors dispatches outstanding engineers from Japan 
to emerging countries to conduct “caravan activities” 
where they provide technical guidance. We are working 
to improve our technical capabilities on a global scale 
by training local service staff in the field. In fiscal 
2017, we dispatched 18 engineers to eight countries 
including Indonesia, Malaysia, Brazil, and Russia.
In addition, we will hold the biennial Global Service 
Skills Contest. At the Previous Contest, held in 
November 2016, service personnel who won national 
and regional contests from 23 countries including 
China, Thailand, Russia, Indonesia, Chile, and New 
Zealand gathered to compete on the accuracy and 
speed of their work. The next contest will be held in 
February 2019.

Succeeding Service Skills in Japan Succeeding Service Skills Overseas
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TOPICS

*1 J.D. Power 2017 Indonesia Sales Satisfaction Index (SSI) 
StudySM. The study is based on responses from 2,476 new 
vehicle owners who purchased their vehicles from September 
2016 to July 2017. The study was conducted between March 
and September 2017.

*2 Delivery timing, delivery process, salesperson, sales 
initiation, dealership facility, and deal.

　 Results of Assessment Conducted by J.D. 
Power (Main Results for Fiscal 2017)

Product 
Quality

IQS (Initial 
Quality)

Indonesia: First Place
Pajero Sport in the SUV 
segment

Sales 
Quality

SSI (Sales 
Satisfaction 
Index)

Indonesia, Taiwan: First 
Place

Service 
Quality

CSI (Customer 
Satisfaction 
Index)

Germany: First Place 
(Volume Brand Segment)
Brazil, Malaysia: Second 
Place
Thailand, Philippines, 
Mexico: Third Place

Safety and Quality
Quality Measures

Third-Party Assessment

We use third-party assessment conducted by J.D. 
Power, a market research company, as one indicator 
of the performance of our quality initiatives. Based on 
the results of these assessments, we analyze issues 
and take necessary measures to improve quality.

In fiscal 2017, Mitsubishi Motors Krama Yudha Sales 
Indonesia (MMKSI), a local sales company, came in first 
place in the sales satisfaction index*1 in Indonesia, 
a market with highly diverse cultures and values 
depending on the country or region, and received the 
highest evaluation in a total of six categories.*2

We believe that improvements in delivery timing made 
through detailed responses tailored to individual 
customers by each dealer, the use of a research 
company to conduct monthly sales satisfaction index 
surveys, and the implementation of PDCA activities led 
to improvements in service quality.

A Sales Company in Indonesia Wins First 
Place in Sales Satisfaction Index Evaluation




